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Imperialism is, after all, a shifting thing. Its form has
varied from one century to the next and, still more widely,
from one continent to the next. In its first simple form it
grasped at universal domination. Rome and her imitators
were the first European masters of the art. To reduce the
habitable globe (or plane) to a single allegiance was the
simple object of the first imperialists. One law, one Senate,
and one coinage seemed to be the aims of universal empire, as
it was practised by the more aggressive1 Csesars. The picture
was inspiring; and long after Rome had crumbled from
Empire into papacy, it inspired the Romanisers—Charlemagne
perhaps, and beyond a doubt Napoleon, that odd pastiche
of Charlemagne and Augustus, That was the first and
crudest form in which imperialism dawned on Europe. But
even then there were wide variations between the practice
of different continents. For while the Emperor hung Paris
with captured flags, Jenghis Khan heaped a pile of heads
before his door. Other continents, other manners. But
within the limits of these regional variations, the aims of
imperialism were identical, a single authority administering
all the territory in sight. And in that ideal Napoleon was
one with Nerva.
Europe, fragmented by the fall of Rome and still further
atomised by the Reformation, was perpetually unfriendly
to this simple design; and history became a long record of
resistance to ambitious projects of universal domination.
It was the function, pre-eminently, of Great Britain to focus
this temper of national independence and anti-imperialism.
The British Isles slipped at a comparatively early stage from
the Roman grasp ; they were an early centre of insurrection
from Rome's successor, the universal Church; Spain's slow
encirclement of Europe and even of the world, the large
design which grasped Madrid, Vienna, Brussels, North Italy,
and even the Americas, was challenged by the carronades of
Elizabethan seamen and foundered in the deep Hebridean
waters which engulfed the Great Armada; the French
effort towards the same goal was foiled by Dutch William

